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Abstract. The paper shows feasibility and efficacy of thermal modification of
basalt fiber to increase its corrosion resistance and durability in a cement matrix.
The authors justify the mechanism of phase and structure transformation of the
fiber subsurface layer providing its increased physicochemical properties.
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1 Introduction

Under the conditions of real operation, the elements of concrete structures suffer cyclic,
fatigue, impact, stretching and twisting loads, which causes uncontrolled cracking and
consequent destruction of the cement matrix (Lesovik et al. 2018).

This problem was solved by using fibers to reinforce concrete matrix, which pre-
vents brittle fracture of concrete and enables control of cracking (Klyuyev et al. 2013).

The analysis of approaches to enhancing the corrosion resistance of glass fiber in
alkaline medium demonstrates that the thermal treatment of basalt fiber without its
crystallization with initiation of a number of processes that increase alkali resistance
and strength of the fibers should be considered as the most advanced and economically
feasible method for increasing the stability of basalt fiber for its consequent application
for concrete production on the basis of cement binders. (Knot’ko et al. 2007; Knotko
et al. 2011)

According to the accepted working hypothesis, the increase of alkali resistance of
fiber surface should be achieved by thermal treatment. This method is considered to be
the simplest, affordable and economically reasonable. Its technical performance is
predetermined by a range of physicochemical processes taking place in glass fibers
during thermal treatment: oxidation, structure and diffusive rearrangement of ions in the
material, annealing and densification of the structure, pre-crystallization and crystal-
lization, etc.
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2 Methods and Approaches

The main component in the work was basalt fiber produced at Novgorod glass fiber
plant using machine factory BASK by blowing the melt by vertical air stream.

The method for investigation of thermal treatment impact on the fiber properties
included step-wise heating of the fiber from 300 to 700 °C (700 °C is the working
temperature of the basalt fiber, Twork) with the step of 100°. The isothermal holding
time was 30 min, which considered the microscopic dimensions of fibers and striving
to provide high productivity of the thermal treatment process. The fiber was cooled
down in air by convective heat exchange. The fiber specimens then were tested for
alkali resistance in model solutions represented by cement water extract.

3 Results and Discussion

According to preliminary data on the resistance of the fiber from different producers in
alkaline and acidic medium, the chosen basalt fiber stands out for its high alkali and
acid resistance. This is explained by the wash-out of cations persisting in vitrified phase
sue to alkaline hydrolysis into the silicon dioxide solution with formation of aluminates
and zincates with consequent liberation of anions SiO4

4−, Si2O5
2− and SiO3

2−. Insol-
uble complex aluminate and zincate salts accumulate on the chemically active fiber
surface, which inhibits further leaching of silicon. In the absence of further introduction
of alkaline component for supporting necessary pH, the decomposition retards.

The corrosion of basalt fiber and its consequent disruption is caused by both
interaction with hydroxyl groups of silicon-oxygen radicals and capability of cations
dissolved in water alkaline medium to exchange with cations comprising the basalt
fiber.

Noteworthy, during the utilization of basalt fiber in real conditions in concrete, the
fiber dissolution degree will be not that significant, since the solution processes will die
down along with curing and solidification of the cement. Nevertheless, the chemical
processes involving the fiber that take place in concrete during its life should not be
underestimated. This necessitates the development of the fiber modification method to
improve its resistance to aggressive alkali medium.

The analysis of obtained data (Fig. 1) confirmed that thermal treatment of fiber at
500 °C was the most effective, as it promoted its alkali resistance as compared to non-
treated fiber by 35.3% (after 28 days). Further increase of the treatment temperature
was useless because, firstly, the fiber alkali resistance reduced; secondly, it was not
economically reasonable. The effect of increased alkali resistance at 300 and 400 °C
amounted to 26.7 and 30%, respectively.

Heating of basalt fibers leads to negligible reduction of their mass due to loss of
adsorbed and chemically bound water, while further heating increases the mass by
binding of air oxygen during divalent iron FeO oxidation into trivalent Fe2O3. The
increased oxidation degree of iron cations leads to their decreased ion radius and
reduction of the coordination number with formation of groups of iron-oxygen tetra-
hedrons [FeO4]

−Na+ that are embedded into the glass structure forming complex iron-
aluminum-silicon-oxygen framework and increasing the degree of association, stability
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and density of the structure. Similar structural restructuring triggers the diffusion
redistribution of modifying cations (Na+, Ca2+) in the fiber.

The thermal treatment is accompanied by microdefect healing, structure densifi-
cation and its approaching to stable equilibrium state.

The processes described above are most active at 500 °C—the temperature com-
parable with the glass transition temperature Tg (corresponds to the viscosity of
1012,3 Pa s and transition of glass from solid into plastic state)—which conditions the
highest alkali resistance of fibers and stability of their work in cement concretes.

At higher temperatures (600–700 °C) and decreased viscosity (1010–107 Pa s), the
surface of basalt fibers suffers the manifestation of structural pre-crystallization and
crystallization processes accompanied by the formation of diverse defects, which
increase the free energy of the material and makes it more chemically active. This
results in accelerated interaction with alkali and increased fiber mass losses. Besides,
the thermal treatment at high temperature leads to the strength loss of basalt fibers: at
600 °C to negligible strength decrease; at 700 °C to the loss of 50% of initial strength.

Thermal treatment of basalt fibers at 500 °C initiated a number of important
physicochemical and structural processes leading to the modification of glass fiber
surface with acquisition of higher chemical resistance.

The holding close to the glass transition temperature Tg leads to gradual densifi-
cation of the structure and its transition into more stable equilibrium state with higher
chemical resistance. During the structure stabilization, numerous microdefects heal
inside and on the surface of the fiber, which results in its decreased free energy and
chemical activity. The structure densification also decreases the rate of numerous
diffusion processes, which are the basis of any chemical reactions with solid phases.

Activation of iron ion oxidation during thermal treatment leads to substantial
restructuring of the surface layer of basalt fiber: modifying ions of Fe2+ after oxidation
to Fe3+ embed as iron-oxygen tetrahedrons [FeO4]

5− into aluminum-silicon-oxygen
lattice of the glass, thus increasing the degree of its association and chemical resistance.

Preliminary 30-min processing of the basalt fiber at 500 °C by 35% increases its
resistance in alkaline medium of curing cement and can be recommended as effective,

Fig. 1. Alkali resistance of fiber versus preliminary treatment temperature and testing time
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simple and economically reasonable method for modifying basalt fiber for its effective
implementation as a micro-reinforcing component of fibrous concretes.

4 Conclusions

Thus, the processes initiated by thermal treatment promote the corrosion resistance of
fibers in alkaline medium, which prolongs the corrosion resistance and increases the
efficacy of fiber application as a micro-reinforcing component for cement composites.
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